Introduction.
In recent papers N. J. Fine 4>n(x) = ft(2"x). Fine exhibited some of the basic similarities and differences between the trigonometric orthonormal system and the Walsh system. He identified the Walsh functions with the full set of characters of the dyadic group G. Contemporary with the work of Fine and somewhat more general is the work of ._ i
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The referee also has been most helpful with suggestions for shortening proofs of several theorems, particularly those of §5.
(2) The numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper. (3) Hereinafter "W.F.S." will denote "Walsh-Fourier series." N. Vilenkin [17] on expansion of functions in Fourier series of the characters of an arbitrary zero-dimensional, separable group. A. A. Sneider [13; 14 ; 15] applied this theory to obtain results on the Walsh system. Other results on Fourier properties of Walsh functions paralleling the classical trigonometric results have been reported in recent articles by Sunouchi [16] and Yano [18; 19] .
The object of the present study is to extend the comparison of trigonometric and Walsh series formed in the above papers. A summary of the principal results will appear presently, but first it is necessary to acquaint the reader with some of the main facts of the situation as found in Fine's work.
The dyadic group G is the set of all sequences x={x"}, x" = 0, 1, n = 1,2,3, • • • , the operation of G being addition modulo 2 in each coordinate. Denote this addition in G by "_f" and let the identity qf elements in G he denoted by " = ". §3 deals with order of coefficients and investigates further the startling result of Fine that, unlike the trigonometrical case, the only absolutely continuous functions whose Walsh-Fourier coefficients satisfy bk=o(l/k) are the constants.
It is shown in particular that the arithmetic mean of the sequence {k\ bk\ } does tend to zero. As a subsidiary result, the class of functions on [0, 1 ] whose G-extensions are continuous with respect to the topology of G is characterized.
The class of functions on [0, 1 ] whose G-extensions are Lipschitz functions on G is identified in §4, and analogues of various results from the trigonometric Fourier theory of Lipschitz a functions are obtained. The analogues of the well known theorems of Rogosinski are established in §5. The most interesting result of this section is the verification of the formula f(x) = -< lim inf Sn(x) + lim sup 5n(x)> a.e. on [0, l] 2 ( n->» n-»» / (4) \E\ denotes the Lebesgue measure of the set E.
when f(x) is integrable and the partial sums Sn(x) of the W.F.S. for f(x) satisfy lim sup"^M Sn(x) < + ». §6 establishes the analogues of some results of the transformation theory of trigonometric series. In §7 on lacunary Walsh series, the Walsh analogue of the Central Limit Problem of Salem and Zygmund [12] is established. Another well known property of trigonometrical lacunary series is established for the Walsh functions: if the partial sums Sn(x) of a lacunary Walsh series oscillate finitely at each point of an interval, then X"=i I a*| < + °° • This section also establishes the Walsh analogues of the theorems of Banach on the existence of Fourier series with given coefficients at prescribed lacunary places.
In the final section an example is given of a continuous nondecreasing function whose Walsh Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients do not tend to zero. 2. Haar measure on G. The discussion of the Fourier properties of the Walsh system may proceed from two points of view: The work of Fine on W.F.S. followed mainly the second approach, reference being made to G only when a particular property of + was required. Because of the analogy with the exponentials {e2,r*n*}, it may be thought that the first approach is preferable. The present study shall attempt an analysis which permits both points of view.
Letting m denote the obvious product measure on G and m its completion (see Halmos [4, ), the following theorem is immediate. Given e>0, choose T so that \ak>\ <e for k'>T. Then S2<e. For 5i write k = 2' + k', where O^v^r, O^k'^T, and r is defined by 2"^n<2r+l. Then
and the proof is complete. Imposing a still stronger smoothness condition on a function is reflected, in the trigonometric system, in a more rapid convergence of the Fourier coefficients to zero. Specifically, if F(x) is p times differentiable, its Fourier coefficients {bk} satisfy kv\ bk\ ->0. Once again the jumps of the Walsh functions cannot be smoothed out in time, and the corresponding property is lacking entirely. In fact, the damage is so thorough that a strongly negative result similar to the result of Fine can be established.
The proof will not be given here (6) .
Theorem
III.
The only twice-differentiable functions F(x), F(x) '~S"=o bkypk(x) for which the arithmetic means of the sequence {k2\bk\ } tend to zero are the constants.
A well known result from trigonometric
Fourier series is the proposition that if the Fourier coefficients of a function f(x) of bounded variation are o(l/n),f(x) is continuous. This result is not valid for the Walsh functions. Walsh polynomial coefficients, being zero from some place on, are surely o(l/n), however, such polynomials are not continuous functions. If continuity in the group G is considered, a partial analogue may be obtained. It is con- (6) Where proofs are not given, they are found in the author's thesis (see footnote 1). venient first to define a special class of functions on [0, 1 ] which are related to the continuous functions on G.
Recalling the meaning of the induced combining symbol " + " on the interval [0, l] given in (1.5), we make the following definition:
A function/( The next theorem is easily verified and shows that the concept "continuous (IF)" is a natural candidate to replace ordinary continuity on the real line in situations involving Walsh functions and the ordinary processes of analysis.
Theorem
IV. If f(x) is continuous (W) on Ogx<l and if f(x -0) exists and is finite at each dyadic rational x, 0<x^l, then f(x), the G-extension of f(x), is continuous on G. Iff(x) is continuous on G, the function f(x) =J(jjl(x)) is continuous (IF) on 0^x<l and f(x -0) exists and is finite at each dyadic rational 0<x^l.
To verify that in the theorem the condition "f(x -0) exists and is finite at each dyadic rational x," is not redundant, it is enough to exhibit a function which is continuous (W) but such that f(x -0) = + oo at a dyadic rational. The function 1/1-2x on 0^x<l/2 and equal to 1 on 1/2^x^1 is such a function with /(1/2 -0) = + «=. Theorem V. If f(x) is nondecreasing and bounded on 0 ^ x ^ 1 and its Walsh-Fourier coefficients satisfy a2" = 0(1/2"), then the function f*(x) =f(x+0) has the same coefficients as f(x) and has its G-extension continuous on G.
In view of the result of Fine, that the only absolutely continuous functions whose Walsh-Fourier coefficients are o(l/n) are the constants, it is well to observe that any nondecreasing step-function with dyadic intervals of constancy is an example of a function satisfying the conditions of the theorem, although it is not known how general such functions can be.
Proof. f*(x) obviously has the same coefficients as f(x) and it is enough to show that/* has only dyadic rational discontinuities. The Dirichlet kernel is Dn(x) = E"-o fa(x), and Fine has shown that Sn(x) may be written
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The size of Dn(t) is estimated by |F>"(0| <2/t, 0<t<l; and D2n(t)=2" for tE[0, 1/2") and zero elsewhere.
These formulas and other relations for Dn(x) and Kn(x) have obvious counterparts on G. For example, if A,(x) represents the ith character of G(Af being a finite product of the x»(x)), then corresponding to (4.2)
Sn(x) = f f(y) ( X A<(* + y)) dm = f f(x + y)Dn(y)dm. From these remarks it is easy to see that no constant will serve for every n. The statement is proved in the same way for a general character of G which is a finite product of the Xn ( (1) A necessary and sufficient condition for f(x) in L to be a Lipschitz a function on G is that {an(x)}, the (C, 1) means of the Fourier development of f(x) relative to the characters of G and Haar measure, be Lipschitz a functions on G uniformly in n.
(2) A necessary and sufficient condition for f(x) in L to be a Lipschitz (Wa) function on [0, 1 ] for which f(x -0) exists and is finite at dyadic rationals is that {o-"(x)}, the (C, 1) means of the W.F.S. of f(x), are Lipschitz a(W) functions uniformly in n. Conversely, suppose {<r"(x)} satisfies (4.12) uniformly in n. By (C, 1) summability a.e. of the W.F.S. of f(x)=f(p,(x)), an(x) converges to/(x) a.e. with respect to Haar measure on G. Let xo be a point of convergence to a finite limit. Then {a"(x0)} is a bounded sequence of numbers, say by M, and {«"}, X(a")=0(l/«).
Using a device found in Fine [l, pp. 391 and 403], let 2_"_1^an<2_|,and write (n-l)=rl'+s, 0gs<2'. Then
But is easily verified that ^,(«») =^p(a")^m(2,'a"), and &p(<xn) = 1 when p<2". Hence
where 5fl(x) = Yll-o a*^*(x) and ipr(2*an) =f,,(a") =^2-r(«n)^(«n) =^"_i(a").
Or we may write
x (££(«"). Now, a"<2c/n for some fixed c. Hence r <n/2'<2c/2"an^2c+1 and the number of terms in the right side of (5.1) is bounded. If 5"(x)-kj(x), then the first term on the right side of (5.1) tends also to s(x) and the remaining terms go to zero for all x^U"_i E(ct"), and the theorem is proved.
Concerning the second result of Rogosinski stated at the beginning of this section, the Walsh analogue might be expected to take the form
This is not a correct result, however. In fact, if x=X(x)> an=X(a"), x+a" are not dyadic rationals, (5.2) is equivalent (after a double application of Abel's formula) to n-3
Thus we have a linear transformation of {o-k+i(x)-s(x)} by the infinite matrix (»",*)• Let (n -1) =2"+s, 0^5<2"and choose x', a'n, x'+a'" not dyadic rationals, with 2~"~i<an<2~".
Then X"-o \bn.k\ ^« and the matrix is not a Toeplitz matrix. Thus there exists a sequence {a'k(x')} converging to s'(x') but for which (5.2) does not hold for [a'n\. Moreover, it is possible to find a Walsh series XjT-o atit'k(x) which at x' has the (C, 1) means {<r£(x')}.
XI. Let f(x)ELk(0, 1), 1<&<oo, and \nk] be a lacunary sequence of integers nk+i/nk>q>l.
Then for any sequence 0^a" = 0(l/ra), the W.F.S. of f(x) satisfies Snit(x+a"k)^>f(x) a.e. as &->oo.
Proof. Using (5.1) with n=nk, 2-'~1^ant<2-', and nk-l =r2'+p, 0^p<2" it is apparent that the partial sums on the right are lacunary if n = nk and, as before, there is a finite number of terms. By the following lemma due to Paley [9] the right side tends to f(x) a.e. and the result is proved. Proof. Formula (5.1) may be rewritten as
The relation holds for each n if x^U^.! E(an). As w-><», v->oo, and the collections {Sm2'(x)}, m = l, 2, • ■ ■ , r^2c+l are each lacunary sequences of partial sums. By Lemma III each such sequence tends to/(x) a.e. so the right side converges a.e. to/(x).
This section will end with the proof of a valuable formula for any integrable function/(x) in terms of the partial sums of its W.F.S. This result (which is an analogue of a well known result for the trigonometrical system, e.g., see Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [7, pp. 3, 4] ) is not related to the theorems of Rogosinski, but depends on some of the facts used in the proofs of these theorems, and so it is included in this section. Proof. The function 5*(x)=lim supB_0O5"(x) < + oo is a measurable function on E, and following Lusin, there exists a set FEE such that the complement of F relative to E has measure less than e/2, and S*(x) is continuous on F relative to F.
Also the sequence of functions {l.u.b. kinSk(x)} converges on F to S*(x), and therefore there is a measurable subset E' of F such that \E' -F\ <e/2, and the sequence converges uniformly on E'. Let x be a point of metric density of E'. Then the relative density of any interval containing x and of sufficiently small diameter is close to unity. More specifically, if am(x), j3m(x) are defined by P P+l We have | TX(T)\ = | T| = 2-("+1). However, except for a set of measure zero TX(T)E(a,(x), p\(x)), and so EC\TX(I) is not void, i.e., there exists an a = an such that (x+a")£-F/ and anEI-For such a" by (5.1) with r = l, as is now the case,
But \f/n-i(ctn) =^2'(«n) =^i(2"a!") = -1 since otnEI. Thus (5.4) 5"(x + a") = 2Sv(x) -5"(x) for each n. Now in view of the continuity of S*(x) over £' relative to E' and the fact that x is in E' and for each n, (x+an) belongs to E', we have But S2'(x) =/(x) + en(x), en(x)->0 a.e. Assume that the x under consideration is such a point of convergence and f(x) is finite (which it is a.e.). Then S*(x)+o(l) = -Sn(x)+2/(x)-r-2en(x), and hence S*(x)-2f(x)£ -S*(x) = -lim infn^oo Sn(x). Consequently lim inf,,..,* 5"(x) > -<», and the first assertion of the theorem is proved since E' is of measure arbitrarily close to that of E.
Knowing S*(x) > -oo we may write (5.5) /(*) g -{S*(x) + 5*(x)} a.e. on E.
Suppose now that the argument were repeated starting with the inequality 5*(x)> -oo as the given condition. All inequalities would be reversed, and from this would follow l/2{5*(x)+5*(x)} S/(x) a.e. on E. Combining this with (5.5) proves the theorem. Given two classes P, Q, of Walsh series, the class of sequences {X*} denoted by (P, (?) is composed of sequences which transform P into Q, that is, whenever the given Walsh series belongs toP, (6.2) belongs to Q. We first identify the series belonging to certain classes of functions. Proof. If |/(x)| gMa.e., then by Lemma II |«r*(*)| gfo\f(x+t)\\Kk(t)\dt £2M, all x and k.
If |o-*(x)| £2M, all k and all x, then
where p is any fixed integer less than (k -1). But as ft-»oo this implies y,'_n Oj ^4AT2, and since j> is arbitrary, /./In aj< + °°. There exists an/(x) in Z2 such that/(x)~^jl0 aj\f/j(x). By the result of Paley [9] , ak(x)-»/(x) a.e. and since |fft(x)| ^2 AT for all ft and all x, |/(x)| ^2 AT a.e.
In characterizing series which belong to the class of continuous functions, the continuity on the group G is required. The usual characterization (uniform convergence of the (C, 1) means <rk(x)) fails because the Walsh (C, 1) means are only continuous (W). For example, if f(x) is a Walsh polynomial, 0k(x; f)-yf(x) uniformly, but/(x) is not continuous.
Theorem XV. A necessary and sufficient condition for a Walsh series on G to belong to the class C of continuous functions on G is that the (C, 1) means {ak(x)} of the series should converge uniformly.
Proof. If XjT-o ak$k(x) is the Fourier series of a function/(x)
continuous on G, then {ffi(x)} converges uniformly. This is the theorem of Fejer on the group G.
On the other hand, if {(r*(x)} converges uniformly, define f(x) = lim*..,*, ak(x). Note that/(x) is continuous. Consider {yth coefficient of ak(x)} =(l-)ai= I ak(x)^j(ot)dnt. Now as ft-»oo the left side converges to aj while the right side converges to foJ(x)fc(x)dm.
In the classical theory, the concept of a Fourier-Stieltjes series is introduced. To every function F(x) of bounded variation on [0, 27r] corresponds a trigonometrical series whose coefficients are Riemann-Stieltjes integrals, e.g.,
(1/ir)flr cos ktdF(t).
In the Walsh case the corresponding integrals ftyktydF't) need not exist as Riemann-Stieltjes integrals. This is the case, for example, when the function of bounded variation F(x) has a common discontinuity with ipk(x). It is necessary, therefore, either to consider the problem in the context of the group G where $k(x) is continuous or to generalize the Stieltjes integral involved and/or restrict F(t). The first approach leads to the difficulty of defining functions of bounded variation on the unordered group G. The LebesgueStieltjes integral or modified Pollard-Moore Stieltjes integral of Hildebrandt [5] are generalizations for which Jltpk(t)dF(t) does exist for every F(t) of bounded variation on [0, l], however, this approach has thus far involved other difficulties. The validity of the sufficiency portion of the classical necessary and sufficient condition for a series to be a Fourier-Stieltjes series fl\an(x)\dx^V has thus far been neither proved nor disproved by the author. We therefore define S' as the class of series 2J"-o akyj/k(x) whose coefficients are ak = flypk(t)dF(t) where F(t) is continuous and of bounded variation.
Theorem XVI. If X*"-o akypk(x) belongs to S', fl\an(x)\dxS2V and l/n X*-o akypk(x) converges to zero uniformly in x and conversely.
Proof. Except when (x+t) is a dyadic rational (the set of such I for fixed x has F-measure zero) n k-l Kn(x + t) = Kn(x, t) = £ £ ypr(x)Mt)/n and hence \an(x)\ ^Jo\Kn(x+t)\\dF(t)\.
Then with (n-l) =2'+n', 0^n'<2>, H-I yp (x + t)D(x + t)dF(t) D0(u) = 0.
The first term can be made small uniformly in x by choosing n large and the second small by choosing k large. By definition F"t(x) = 2i-o~" (l-*7»*)o</<(*). where J{(x) =f0:\pi(t)dt.
For i large enough Ti(/3"(x)) =/j(an(x)) =0, hence Hence if x is not a dyadic rational, we identify {/3"(x)} with {r/}, {a"(x)} with {rf}. If x is a dyadic rational, a"(x) =x for large «, and hence while (p\,(x)} is still {rf}, we define {rj-} = {ccn(x)} = {a"(x) -l/2n}. Proof. Let <rn(x), qn(x), and (r*(x) denote respectively the (C, 1) means of the series X*°-o akyj/k(x), X"-o X*^*(x), and X"=o ak\kypk(x). Assuming the first series to belong to B and the second series to belong to S', we have (6.6) o-n(x) = ;X(l-)( f Ml)dF(t)) akypk(x) = [ cn(x + t)dF(t). where M is the essential upper bound of /. Since E*°=-o X*^t(x) is in L, the right side tends to zero and so {<r*(x)} is a uniformly convergent sequence. An application of Theorems XV and IV shows 2*°-o o,k\kipk(x) to be in C(W). 7. Lacunary Walsh Series. In this section, analogues are developed for a number of interesting results from the theory of lacunary trigonometric series. The first is for a result of Zygmund [20 ] , the proof differing from that of Zygmund's only in respect to certain details which are peculiar to the Walsh functions. In general, the results of this section may be restated on the group G. Proof. Let I' be a closed dyadic subinterval of T and consider the neighborhood N of G which is mapped onto V under X. Define Eik= {xE^\ \ Si(x)\ k}. Each Eik is a closed set in G since Si(x) is continuous on G. Then Djli Eik=Ek is a closed set, and N' = U^-i Ek is a union of closed sets. The set N' contains every x£ AT which does not end in a sequence of l's. This follows from the fact that for all such x there is an x in I' for which p(x) = x and
by (1.8). But then {5<(x)} is a finitely oscillating sequence, and so x belongs to Ea for every i when ft is sufficiently large. This implies N= (U""i E^VJZ where Z is at most a denumerable set. But N is a neighborhood of G and is not of the first category and hence one of the Ek is not nowhere dense. under X.
Suppose now that nk+1/nk exceeds q > 3 and set Pn (x) = Hf-1 (1 + ^nk(x)), ck= ±1. Then q-1 q-1
After these preliminaries we proceed to the main idea of the proof. Given nk+x/nk>q> 1, in general, we write q=l+2e. Now choose a number e'>0 which satisfies the following:
For this number t' find Q(e') such that if p > Q(e'), then (p -2)/(p -1) > 1 -e' and p/(p -l) <l + e'. Determine integer r so that gr>max (3, Q(e')). The sequence {nk} can then be split into r subsequences, {wAr+p}, p = l, 2, 3, ■ • • , r, with ft varying from 0 to oo. Define also the functions SNr
Consider a typical coefficient from Zi, I f e * (x)P^(x)dx\ J kr+p nkr+p N,p (7.8) g I ^ (x)Jx + E I * (*)( T, Gi.(x) )dx\ where G,, is the sum of all products of (j+l) yp's, the largest subscript being n,r+p. The first term on the right is majorized by 4/«i and the sum by Z \£,('.) max If* (*)*(*)<** 11
MWlLj-Aj/ all subscripts 7 in G^ \Ja "tr+" T IJ For these integrals, because gr>max [3, Q(*')] and wer+p/w(S_i)r+p>gr, any subscript y from Gy" must (by Lemma V and choice of Q(e')) lie in the interval [n"+P(l-t'), n,r+v(l+t')] where v^k. But then y has as greatest power of 2, 2*"^+?, and nkr+p has a different greatest power of 2. Their "sum" under © contains a power of 2 greater than or equal to 2",r<r+i>. In any of these cases »"r+p and w*r+P' are succeeding terms (in some order) in the original sequence \nk\. The terms on the right in (7.11) are largest when 7 and «*,+,,' are close. We may describe the two situations in which nkr+p' is very close to y, i.e., the worst possible cases as: (a) yE[nk(l-t'), nk(l + t')} and nkr+p> plays the role of nk+i. (b) nkr+P' plays the role of »t_i and yE [«*(1-e'), nk(l+e')]. In the first situation the choice of t' as made at the beginning of the proof enables us to say nk+i/y>nk+i/nk(l+e')>q/(l+e') = (l+2e)/(l+e') >p>l.
In the second case y/nk-i>nk(l -t')/nk-i>q(l -e') = (l+2e) •(1-e')>p>l.
The next lemma is easily verified.
Lemma VI. There exist constants A and B, depending on p, such that for m>n>A (p) and m/n>p>l, (m@n) contains a power of 2 at least as large as 2>™-bwi where m=2Sm+m', O^m'<2*m.
An application of the lemma shows that
Since y is in the interval [n,r+p(l -«')> nrr+p(l +e') ], it follows that (7. Let us now observe that if Wi is only sufficiently large, (7.9) implies that the coefficient of each term in Ti of (7.7) is less than 77 in absolute value.
Similarly, (7.10) shows that for «i large enough, the coefficients in T2 of (7.7) are all non-negative and numerically larger than [(b-a)-n]. Finally, from (7.14), a large Wi implies the coefficients in T3 of (7.7) are all less than v in absolute value. Setting ey=(sgn aj) we have from (7.7) But from Theorem XIV, {<rnjv(x)} is a uniformly bounded sequence. It follows that { Sn(x) } is a uniformly bounded sequence, and so by Theorem XX the series is absolutely convergent. The next theorem is preliminary to establishing the analogues of the remarkable theorems of Banach on the existence of Fourier series with prescribed coefficients at lacunary places. These results are found in the text of Zygmund [21] , but a less complicated presentation appears in a more recent article by Salem Proof. Suppose |a<| ^1 for all i. Consider first the case nk+i/nk>q>3. Since each factor is non-negative, k (7.17) Pk(x) = II (1 + «.lM*)) = o. Proof. For q>3, each integer «< necessarily contains a higher power of 2 in its dyadic expansion than its predecessor had. In comparing two distinct subscripts v, the largest "summand" to appear in the first v is, or is not, equal to the largest "summand" to appear in the second v.
Consider («,-,©«,•.,© ■ • • ©wtj) and (»j,©«,-2© • • • ©«,") in which nij>riip. Since mt contains a higher power of 2 in its expansion than does ftiT, the two subscripts are distinct.
Suppose the subscripts have n^ = ftiT but differ first at the rth "summand." Then the one having the larger "summand"
at that place will have a particular power of 2, say 2*r (where 2'r represents the greatest power of 2 in the dyadic expansion of the rth "summand") enter the calculation of its numerical value one time more than it will enter the calculation of the numerical value of the other subscript. In all cases then the subscripts are distinct, and the lemma is proved.
Hence as ft->oo, (7.17) actually becomes a Walsh series E^o cj^j(x)-Many Cj may be zero since no subscript v = (w^©^© • • • @nik) happens to equal j; however, each coefficient c",. appears and has the value a,-.
Suppose Pk(x) is the partial sum S"k(x) of E./" o c$i(x)-Then /q| S"k(x) \ dx = Jl | Pk(x) | dx =flP)J(x)dx = 1. We have therefore found a sequence of partial sums bounded in the L1 norm. The argument which established the sufficiency statement in Theorem XVI based on the uniform boundedness in L1 norm of (C, 1) means may be repeated for a sequence of partial sums which are uniformly bounded in norm and for which the coefficients {cj} of the given series tend to zero. It is easily verified, using |Oi| ^1 and aj-r0, that c,->0 and the theorem is valid for q>3.
In the general case q>l, we break up {nk} into r sequences, (w[ j, {nf}, ■ ■ ■ , {n^}, in such a way that 4+iA4s)>2r-ft = l, 2, ■ • • , l^s^r and r being a large number which shall be defined in a moment. Let P® denote the product (7.17) corresponding to the sequence {«is)}. By Lemma V, if qr>3 is large enough, the series [lim*^ P*s)], 5 = 1, 2, • • • , r will have no overlapping.
But then for this r the combined series E»-i [lim*-.ooZ>*s)] is the required Fourier-Stieltjes series.
Theorem XXIII (Banach). Let {«*} be any lacunary sequence of positive integers w*+i/w*>gr>l and let {a,-} be any sequence of real numbers tending to zero. Then there exists a periodic function f(x)EL(0, I) such that the WalshFourier coefficients {c,} of f(x) satisfy cni = a,, i = l, 2, 3, • • • .
Proof. Given any sequence {a,} tending to zero and any set of positive integers \nk\ there exists a convex sequence {ey} tending to zero such that lim*.M (a*/e"t)=0.
By a result of Yano [18] , the series X"-o «***(*) is a Fourier series. Since (ak/enk)-^0, apply Theorem XXII, and there exists a As in Theorem XXII, for q>3 all subscripts are distinct, there is no collapsing of terms, and P, is a partial sum of Pr+i. As p->oo we obtain formally a Walsh series Xp°-o cBypf(x) in which some coefficients may be complex. In the natural ordering of terms (by size of subscript) and by replacing vacant terms by zero's, cn" = ak. Now | S",+1(x)| =|P"(x)| ^ {II"-i (l+al)} I/2< + °°, all x, since E*°-i al< + °°. Applying Lemma VIII, the series E"-o cp^p(x) is the Fourier series of a complex-valued bounded function, the real part of which satisfies the revised weaker theorem.
The case q>l is handled by splitting up the original sequence {nk} into subsequences as in Theorem XXII.
The next two results are exact analogues of their classical counterparts, and since the proofs are largely repetitious of the classical case, they will not be given here. But for IV large, (C|X| maxig.siv | a,-| )/J4^<e/2 uniformly for X on a finite range so that | a\m | g e. This holds also for | ct0N) -11 and so (JV) (N)
ay -* 0, 7 = 1, 2, 3, • ■ • and a0 -> 1, uniformly for X = 0(1), /tfllX-o (1+Zjv,*)^x-*|£| uniformly for X on a finite range, and the theorem is proved. 8. Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients. In this final section an example will be given of a continuous function of bounded variation whose Walsh FourierStieltjes coefficients do not tend to zero. Hille and Tamarkin [6] have calculated the trigonometrical Fourier-Stieltjes coefficients of the classical Lebesgue function co(x) (a function based on the Cantor ternary set) which is continuous and of bounded variation and have shown an infinite number of the coefficients to be bounded away from zero. The Cantor set may be generalized by dropping out (at each step in the construction) subintervals the ratio of whose measures to that of the containing subinterval is an arbitrary value 6, 0 <6 < 1. 
